
BACKGROUND

With 54 stores across Louisiana, RaceTrac needed to roll out a 
new lottery ticket program. This project entailed removing old 
ticket cabinets with new ones mounted under the check-out 
counter. With tight timelines, RaceTrac needed this completed 
during operating hours without disrupting store operations. 

As a nationwide general contractor that specializes in rollouts, 
renovations, and installation services, The Beam Team stood 
ready to complete this task. Through their proven processes  
and training, RaceTrac trusted The Beam Team to demo  
existing cabinets and rapidly install new fixtures.

THE OPPORTUNITY

RaceTrac requested replacement of all its existing lottery ticket 
cabinetry throughout Louisiana at 54 locations. The old cabinets 
held 24 lottery tickets, and the new format would introduce 36 
tickets undermounted beneath the check-out counters. Each of 
the new units would ship directly to the stores, where The Beam 
Team would remove and dispose the old cabinets and install the 
new ones. Store managers valued this efficiency, which avoided 
crowding their limited back of house space with delivered/ 
removed cabinets.

THE SOLUTION

With diligent pre-planning, The Beam Team sent one Site Lead per 
store, coordinating their timing with the arrivals of the cabinets. 
The schedule was strategically routed allowing several stores 
to complete in one day, limiting travel redundancies. The Beam 
Team completed the 54 store rollout in two and one-half weeks. 
Three stores were completed per day, including Saturdays.  
Some locations presented unexpected demolition or prep. 
But the project was completed on time without go-backs or 
additional charges.

THE BEAM TEAM STOOD READY FOR THE 
ROLLOUT, TO DEMO EXISTING CABINETS  
AND RAPIDLY INSTALL NEW FIXTURES.

BEFORE : Cabinets held 24  
lottery tickets.

AFTER : New cabinets equipped 
to hold 36 tickets mounted 
beneath the counter.
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